
Theme. The theme of Lamentations is weeping, and not just any few tears but
instead bitter weeping over an event of great loss. The book’s original Hebrew
one-word title could better bear the translation alas as in the regretful exclamation
how could it be?! Later translators substituted the title Lamentations to capture that
deep sense of regret. To lament is to wish that things were not so, that one could go
back and do it differently with opposite result. The book bears exactly that theme of
wishing that Israel had listened to its prophets and turned from idolatry in time so
that its gracious God would save it once again. Thundering prophecies of
condemnation are fine, even necessary, but what of the emotion that must follow
when the prophecies do no good? Lamentations satisfies that need to mourn, and
not just to mourn inexplicable loss in the way that Job despaired over his blameless
downfall, but instead to mourn one’s own awful character.

Author. Lamentations does not identify its author, but tradition, internal
evidence, and early attribution credit the prophet Jeremiah, giving Jeremiah two
prophetic books in succession. Lamentations draws from Jerusalem’s conquering
and exile, both of which Jeremiah prophesied and experienced, giving him time and
place to write Lamentations. The book’s weeping is consistent with the emotion that
Jeremiah expressed in the prophetic book of his name. The Septuagint, which was
the first Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible, added an attribution to Jeremiah, as
did the early church father Jerome. Jeremiah or its other author, if one doesn’t credit
Jeremiah, likely wrote the book very shortly after Jerusalem’s 586 B.C. fall, given
the detail of its record and the raw emotion with which the book fills. Read
Lamentations for its remarkable record frankly and emotionally acknowledging the
disaster of sin.

Context. The Hebrew Bible gives Lamentations its perfect place, following
Isaiah’s soaring warning and Jeremiah’s dismal prophesy so awfully fulfilled.
Lamentations lets the reader recover emotionally, and not in abstraction but instead
in appropriate mourning. One must mourn tragic events, to avoid numb emotions.
Lamentations supplies that emotional interlude, documenting and encouraging frank
weeping. Israel’s historical context of course supported lament, as the prior two
paragraphs remind. The siege and conquering of Jerusalem were especially
traumatic in that Judah’s Babylonian attackers initially appeared merciful, until
Judah’s king Zedekiah revolted, leading to Babylon’s successful year-and-a-half
siege. Zedekiah fled, but Babylonian soldiers pursued, captured, and blinded him,
dragging him off to Babylon, while destroying Jerusalem’s temple. Babylonian
officials then appointed an interim governor, allowing some citizens including
Jeremiah to remain. But certain Jews nonetheless revolted, ambushing and killing
the interim leader before fleeing to Egypt with Jeremiah as their prisoner. Babylon



then killed or removed all remaining officials, leaving only the poorest laborers to
tend fields and vineyards. Jeremiah had plenty of reason to lament.

Structure. Lamentations has the structure of five poems, each a chapter long.
The first poem is the voice of the city announcing that Jerusalem has fallen, leaving
its streets deserted. The Lord brought Jerusalem grief because of its many sins. The
second poem is the voice of the Lord, expressing his anger, fulfilling his decrees.
The third poem is the voice of the prophet, in which Jeremiah shares his deep grief.
He also urges that the people examine their way and return to the Lord. The fourth
poem is the voice of possessions, describing how the gold has lost its luster under
God’s punishment of Jerusalem’s sins. The fifth and final poem is the voice of
captives, those headed for exile, in which Jeremiah prays that God remember and
restore them. The book’s successive poems form a helpful structure for the book’s
deep lament.

Key Events. The single key event to which Lamentations refers is the destruction
of Jerusalem whose inhabitants the Lord has sent into exile. Lamentations does not
so much describe events as describe consequences, awful consequences deserved of
the corrupt. Thus, royalty lie in ash heaps (4:5), the skin of princes shrivel on their
bones (4:8), women cook their own children (4:10), Israel has lost its inheritance to
strangers (5:2), and slaves rule Israel (5:8), while others violate Israel’s women
(5:11) and hang Israel’s princes by their hands (5:12). The reader shudders,
suspecting that the horrible images that Lamentations conjures are not allegorical
but real. Know that Jeremiah had cause to lament.

Key Locations. Lamentations’ single location is Jerusalem, mentioned expressly
seven times in the book and clearly both the figurative and actual setting for the
whole lament. The book at times personifies Jerusalem, so that, verse 1:8 tells the
reader, “she herself groans and turns away” from her shameful state. Jerusalem’s
young women bow their heads to the ground, verse 2:10 shares, while children and
infants faint in Jerusalem’s streets, the next verse adds. Verse 2:13 calls Jerusalem
daughter, noting that her wound is as deep as the sea. Verse 2:15 repeats that all
who see Daughter Jerusalem’s shame scoff and shake their heads. Enemies and foes
entered Jerusalem’s vaunted gates, verses 4:12-13 tell us, because of the sins of her
prophets and iniquities of her priests who shed the blood of the righteous. Those
prophets and priests, the next verse tells us, now grope blind and bloodied through
Jerusalem’s streets. The reader need keep in mind, though, that Jerusalem also
represents a figurative location, perhaps the corrupt human heart that should be
God’s dwelling place but that instead fills itself with sin. Read Lamentations for the
reality of Jerusalem’s fall, but also read it for the reality of the heart’s equally awful
sin.



Revelation of Christ. Buried within Lamentations’ weeping, at another one of its
many nadirs, the author gives the reader the same salvation hope that we find in
every other Bible book. After acknowledging how downcast the soul is in exile,
Lamentations 3:21-26 begins by expressing that the Lord’s love, his compassion for
us, keeps us from utter destruction. These compassions of his, the passage
continues, never fail but are instead new every morning. The passage then gives the
reader the reason: God’s faithfulness to us and to his love mission is great. The
Lord, the passage concludes, saves those who hope in him and wait quietly for him.
Jesus Christ came because God loved the world and so that we might hope in Jesus
and, by doing so, never perish. Lamentations witnesses to the hope that Jesus
fulfilled in crucifixion and resurrection.

Application. Lamentations offers the reader a most-significant and most-valuable
application, by forcing the reader to consider, brick by brick, the horror of
Jerusalem’s destruction, after the prior prophetic books Isaiah and Jeremiah lay the
cause for that destruction squarely on Jerusalem’s idolatry, as does Lamentations.
We, too, must look on the degradation that our sin has caused in our lives and
relationships, especially our relationship with God. We, too, must consider directly
how awful God perceives sin to be and how awful his judgment of it must be. We,
too, should weep over our sins as we confess them and repent of them. Only then
can we embrace Jesus’s sacrifice and salvation. Salvation must begin with
confession, before mercy may follow. Lamentations is a book of weeping
confession from which we can learn the cost of our sin, Jesus’s very death, and the
great love of God that brought both his sacrifice and resurrection. Love has power
over death, even when death is due sentence.

Memory Verses. 1:1: How deserted lies the city, once so full of people! How like
a widow is she, who once was great among the nations! She who was queen among
the provinces has now become a slave. 1:9: Her fall was astounding; there was
none to comfort her. “Look, Lord, on my affliction, for the enemy has triumphed.”
3:4: He has made my skin and my flesh grow old and has broken my bones. 3:6: He
has made me dwell in darkness like those long dead. 3:21-23: Yet this I call to mind
and therefore I have hope: Because of the Lord’s great love we are not
consumed, for his compassions never fail. They are new every morning; great is
your faithfulness. 4:5: Those who once ate delicacies are destitute in the streets.
Those nurtured in purple now lie on ash heaps.


